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CONFLICT

Read the following passages from Miist, then draw a line to their
corresponding conflict type.
Root looked down. Rats. Many, many rats. Big,
hackled, swarming, fang-bearing rats. Root bolted. She
ran, a blitz of arms and feet, dust in her wake, corn
whipping her face, and even that was too slow.
Every way she turned there was a vicious set of rodent
jaws. In front of her, behind her. They didn’t even
spare the scarecrow she’d thrown in their path.

This Badge’s name was Fwank. And if his brows had
been completely shaved off, he’d have still looked
angry.
“I didn’t do anything!” Root cried, as was her habit.
“Uh huh.” With rapid ease Fwank had the red jewel in
his hand. “The Siren. Nice. Reported stolen six months
ago.”
“It wasn’t me. I just--”
But Fwank was not listening. Fwank was clamping a
pair of heavy Dominion shackles around Root’s wrists.

He laid the contract in front of her. She stared at the
line where she was supposed to sign, right below his
signature…
Studabe n Rolf Pickle pug
Root’s breath halted.
Rolf.
She saw her finger tracing down Fledger’s dictionary,
along the words that started with ‘R’. It stopped and
brought one of them into stark relief.
Rolf: from rodulf, me aning…wolf.
Root looked at the Guardian. Instinct surged and
cycloned through her, loosing a shock of
understanding in her chest.
He was the Wolf!
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corresponding conflict type.
Upon the hour e le ve n if you Shifte d your last Shift
And found this golde n box to be your Birthday Ende r Gift
The n know that luck has playe d its part and you have be e n
commissione d
To atte nd the Loyal Orde r of the Clade of Acquisitions

It was only a matter of seconds before the boat was
tossed over like a paltry toy. True to their properties,
the Bloworms kept the Bond afloat and the Mesh Vine
kept them attached. But this was meagre consolation
for the fact that they could only last so long in these
conditions.
Another wave swallowed them and held them in
drowning panic.

Fwank waved away her excuse. “Tell that to the good
folks in Death Flat. I’m sure they’ll be happy to hear it.”
Root’s very heart fell out of her. “D-death Flat?”
“Yup. You’re movin’ up in the world. See,we got more
important things to do than chase troublemakers like
you around all the time. So, it’s time you got some real
discipline. What’s the matter? You don’t like an endless
wall of bones rising up around a lake of fog and fire?
No? Well, how about a sky with no sun?”
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She had not expected to be attacked, so when it
happened, and her body crashed into the wall,
she stooped in a daze of confusion. Her eyes
refocused and saw Kor looming over her with a
venomous smirk.

Root ran. It was a difficult flight, made so by the
pressing dark and a freshly waxed floor. She slid into a
sculptured horse, nearly lobbing off its head. She
cursed and looked behind her. Whoever it was, was
gaining on her. She arrived at the light, finding it to be
the kitchen, and raced inside.
It was still somewhat busy with late night baking. Root
ducked alongside a passing trolley then dove behind a
shelf of giant wooden bowls. From here she was able to
peek out and see her chaser.
She blinked in disbelief. It was the Finks!

Root dragged herself to her feet and made
to run, but now she was caught in the steel
grip of Kluk’s beak.

Instantly the fog snapped out of its trance and
sent a return of snaking wisps to the field. Uh
oh. Root wasn’t close enough to the forest yet.
She would not make it across before the fog
got her! She doubled her effort as murky
patches thickened around her, their agitated
spectres swirling and swooping.
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Root bolted for the door but it slammed in her face.
She turned back and started in horror. The monster
was before her, a grotesque, deformed version of
Popky, double her size, panting and leering in victory..
Popky’s normally tidy dress was a rag, her voice a
scraping, ugly croak.
“I don’t recall taking visitors.” It drew in closer, a
terror about to pounce..

The battle that ensued was something of a fracas, indeed.
There was the mud, of course. Add to that a garbling,
flapping rooster and a great barrage of backhands, choke
holds and curse words.
Eventually Root’s wits returned, and with them, a furious
revolt. She used everything available: teeth, nails, fists,
feet, head. The Aunts tightened their stranglehold as Root
jimmied a leg free and jabbed her heel into Kluk’s ribs.
The startled rooster actually crowed and blindly bit one
or both of the Aunts. There was a muddy blur of flailing
limbs through which Root savagely twisted and squirmed
and finally got to her feet.

“It’s not funny, Dwyn,” Lian snapped. “When’re you
gonna take this seriously?”
Dwyn blinked with indignation. “Uh, y’might wanna ask
yourself that, mister-standing-there-peeing-your-pants while-I-tried-to-save-our-butts.”
It was a direct hit. Lian’s eyes watered. With an injured
look, empty of words he left the table. Anger erupted in
Root. She turned to Dwyn with fire in her eyes.
“Might I remind you that had it not been for Lian’s coral
light none of us would be here? And might I also add
that any butt-saving was shared by me!”
Hilly smirked. “Well, dissention in the ranks can’t be very
productive,” she purred. “C’mon, girls, before the
negativity rubs off.”
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